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Bacterial infection and inflammation of the airways are the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in persons with cystic fibrosis
(CF). The ecology of the bacterial communities inhabiting CF airways is poorly understood, especially with respect to how
community structure, dynamics, and microbial metabolic activity relate to clinical outcomes. In this study, the bacterial
communities in 818 sputum samples from 109 persons with CF were analyzed by sequencing bacterial 16S rRNA gene amplicons.
We identified eight alternative community types (pulmotypes) by using a Dirichlet multinomial mixture model and studied their
temporal dynamics in the cohort. Across patients, the pulmotypes displayed chronological patterns in the transition among each
other. Furthermore, significant correlations between pulmotypes and patient clinical status were detected by using multinomial
mixed effects models, principal components regression, and statistical testing. Constructing pulmotype-specific metabolic activity
profiles, we found that pulmotype microbiota drive distinct community functions including mucus degradation or increased acid
production. These results indicate that pulmotypes are the result of ordered, underlying drivers such as predominant metabolism,
ecological competition, and niche construction and can form the basis for quantitative, predictive models supporting clinical
treatment decisions.

The ISME Journal; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41396-021-01129-z

INTRODUCTION
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is characterized by persistent bacterial infection
and inflammation of the respiratory tract. Culture-independent
studies show that changes in the structure of the rich bacterial
communities in CF airways correlate with changes in patients’
clinical states in the short term, and with lung disease progression
in the longer term [1–12]. Our understanding of the dynamics and
ecology of these communities is otherwise limited, especially with
respect to community assembly and metabolic activity relative to
clinical outcomes. One apparent reason is the individualized
acquirement and adaptation of the CF lung microbiome, due to
treatment history, patient lifestyle, genotype, and complex
immune feedbacks [13, 14]. Therefore, often a strong, patient-
associated signature in the data obstructs the view on potential
underlying principles. It is unknown, for example, whether or not
the CF lung communities comprise distinct types that affect the
ecology, function, and pathogenicity of the CF airway microbiome.
If causally related, such types could serve as prognostic markers,
support treatment decisions, and enable the study of disease
patterns across patients [15, 16].
To address this question, we characterized the bacterial

communities in 818 sputum samples from 109 CF patients by
sequencing the V3–V5 region of the 16S rRNA gene. Airway

bacterial communities were partitioned into eight distinct types
(“pulmotypes”) by modeling. We assessed the temporal dynamics
of the pulmotypes and determined succession patterns along
patient trajectories in our data set. We tested whether pulmotypes
associated with clinical classifications like clinical state, disease
stage, and aggressiveness. A complementary, functional charac-
terization of pulmotypes provided insight on the role of
community metabolism in disease development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sputum sample and metadata collection
The sputum samples and DNA sequences included in this study have been
reported, in part, in previous studies [11, 14, 17, 18]. During the course of
routine medical care, sputum specimens were collected, processed within
4 h for bacterial culture at the Michigan Medicine clinical microbiology
laboratory, and then held at 4 °C for up to 5 days until being stored at
−80 °C. Storage at 4 °C for this amount of time has been shown to not
significantly impact measures of bacterial community composition [19].
Metadata associated with each sputum sample were obtained from review
of medical records. Sputum sample collection and medical record review
were approved by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board
(HUM00048991). Patient clinical state at the time of sample collection was
defined as described previously [11]: baseline; pulmonary exacerbation
before antibiotic administration; antibiotic treatment of pulmonary
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exacerbation; or recovering from pulmonary exacerbation within 21 days
after cessation of antibiotics prescribed for exacerbation. Lung disease
stage at the time of sample collection was defined based on a measure of
the patient’s percent predicted forced expiratory volume in 1 s (ppFEV1):
early (ppFEV1 > 70); intermediate (ppFEV1 ≤ 70 ≥ 40); or advanced (ppFEV1
< 40). Lung function was treated categorically due to the imprecise and
variable nature of single spirometry measurements, which make them not
well suited for use as a continuous variable [20]. Lung disease
aggressiveness (mild, moderate, or severe) was defined based on the rate
at which ppFEV1 declined relative to patient age, reflecting patient’s overall
CF lung disease severity phenotype [21].

DNA extraction, sequencing, and analysis
DNA was prepared from frozen sputum as described previously [14, 18].
Briefly, sputum aliquots were thawed on ice and treated with Sputolysin
(EMD Chemicals, San Diego, CA). Samples were mechanically homogenized
for 10 s with a tissue homogenizer (Omni International, Kenneshaw, GA) if
not dissolved by the Sputolysin. Samples were mechanically disrupted in
an UltraClean Fecal DNA bead tube (MO BIO Laboratories, Inc., Carlsbad,
CA) by agitation in a Mini-Beadbeater-8 (Biospec Products Inc., Bartlesville,
OK) for 1 min on maximum setting. Finally, DNA was purified using a
MagNA Pure Compact System (Roche Diagnostics Corp., Indianapolis, IN)
automated nucleic acid purification platform according to the manufac-
turer’s DNA Bacteria v3.1 protocol.
DNA pyrosequencing was performed by the Human Genome Sequen-

cing Center at Baylor College of Medicine. The total 818 samples of this
data set were sequenced in 14 batches, i.e., n1= 64, n2= 62, n3= 30,
n4= 27, n5= 32, n6= 59, n7= 61, n8= 88, n9= 76, n10= 39, n11= 75,
n12= 44, n13= 85, n14= 76, using identical methodology. The V3–V5
hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene were amplified by using
primer 357F (5’-CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3’) modified with the addition
of the 454 FLX-titanium adapter “B” sequence (5′-CCTATCCCCTGTGTGCC
TTGGCAGTCTCAG-3′) and primer 926R (5’-CCGTCAATTCMTTTRAGT-3’)
modified with the addition of unique six- to eight-nucleotide barcode
sequences and the 454 FLX-titanium adaptor “A” sequence (5′-CCATCT-
CATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAG-3′). Barcode and adaptor sequences can
be found at https://www.hmpdacc.org/hmp/doc/HMP_MDG_454_16S_
Protocol.pdf. Sequencing was performed via 454 FLX-titanium according
to the manufacturer’s specifications.
Raw DNA sequences of the total data set were analyzed by using mothur

[22, 23] following standard operating procedures (https://www.mothur.org/
wiki/454_SOP). Sequences were assigned to operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) using an average neighbor algorithm with a 0.03 dissimilarity cutoff
(genus level). The consensus taxonomy of each OTU was identified at the
genus level using the Bayesian method by aligning the DNA sequences to
the Ribosomal Database Project [24] training set containing 9665 bacterial
and 384 archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequences [12]. The total number of reads
for each community was first rarefied to 1000 to control for differences in
sequencing depth before alpha and beta diversity measures were calculated.

Pulmotype classification and statistical models for clinical
associations
Bacterial pulmotypes were defined by using the Dirichlet multinomial
mixture model (DMM) in mothur. Classification trees for the pulmotypes
were generated using JMP software (SAS, Cary, NC).
To determine the relationship between bacterial pulmotypes and clinical

outcomes, multinomial mixed models (MMM) of the logit type were used,
i.e.,

PðYi ¼ kÞ ¼ eβkXi
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where K is the baseline category of dependent variable Y, i is the index of
observation and β the regression coefficient. The clinical state and disease
stage served as dependent variables Y, pulmotypes as predictors X, and
patient identity as random effect. MMMs were fitted using StataSE14
(StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).
PCoA plot was generated based on the Theta-YC distance calculated by

mothur. Similarly, PERMANOVA and ANOSIM tests of pulmotypes were
conducted in mothur (https://www.mothur.org/wiki/454_SOP).

Random forests analyses were used to identify variables that predict
disease aggressiveness for younger patient ages using the R package
“randomForest.” The subset of young age samples consisted of
221 samples (mild= 17, moderate= 64, severe= 140) from 49 patients
(mild= 7, moderate= 21, severe= 21) age 10–21 years.
Random forest models, cross-validation, and ROC statistics were

performed using patient stratification. Random patients were excluded
from the procedure and the average of multiple calculations was assessed.
This method corrected for potential biases introduced by individual
patients. Furthermore, to balance sample numbers between the classes,
the larger class was randomly subsampled to achieve sample parity. Unless
otherwise indicated, 500 trees and default settings were used for the
presented analyses. Cross-validation was performed using rfcv function,
averaging over 100 iterations, using ten-fold cross-validation. Variable
importance was evaluated as average of 1000 independent random forest
models using all features (indicated as full model). Similarly, the ROC
curves represent 100 patient-stratified full models and average AUC values
were reported. Due to the limited number of samples, a train test split of
the data was not performed. Accordingly, the ROC statistics reflect the
performance on seen data only.
Significant associations between pulmotypes and disease stage were

identified by Fisher exact test. In detail, late stage (C3) was tested against
non-late stage (C1+ C2) and early stage (C1) was tested against non-early
stage (C2+ C3) for pulmotype 8 and 4 against any other pulmotype.
Principal components regression was performed on the 16S rRNA-

derived sample collection in R on rarified, centralized, and scaled data.
Y-aware scaling, where FEV1 served as the scaling variable, was used.
Principal component analysis was conducted on the FEV1-scaled data and
the first two components were used to inform a regression model. The
model was validated by assessing the model fit (R2) between the predicted
and true FEV1 values. This procedure was performed for all pulmotypes
individually, as well as combinations of two or three pulmotypes to identify
the best model for FEV1 prediction. For each of the models, all samples in
the data collection that were classified to the respective pulmotypes were
included for model building. The pipeline was assembled according to
http://www.win-vector.com/blog/2016/05/pcr_part2_yaware.

Evaluating pulmotype transitions
To determine the probabilities of transitions between pulmotypes, a
sliding window of size 2 was used across all sample time series. Pulmotype
transition events were counted between any consecutive samples of every
patient; transition categories with less than 3 transition events were
excluded from the analysis and counts were normalized against the total of
all transition events. To avoid potential patient biases, a leave-one-out
strategy was applied. All patients were removed once and the average of
all calculations was reported. Implementation was performed in R.

Annotation and dynamics of metabolic profiles
Similar to [25], we assembled a list of cross-feeding metabolites and
virulence factors relevant for CF-associated microbiota by combining
literature reports with metabolic models in MetaCyc (https://metacyc.org).
In particular, we mined reports describing experimental evidence for
uptake or export of amino acids, sugars, short-chain fatty acids (SCFA),
mucin-derived sugars and O-glycans, siderophores, ammonia, nitrate,
nitrite, and CO2, as well as virulence factors produced by the CF
microbiome including LPS, ExoS, ExoA, cell toxins, endo toxins, and
hemolysin; elastases, proteases, reports on apoptosis and necrosis (“cell
death”). Pathways of metabolite production and uptake (i.e., transport,
symport, antiport systems) were subsequently confirmed using the
MetaCyc cross-organism search for species within the respective genus.
The selection of reference metabolic models or genomes was restricted to
species relevant for lung disease (search term: “pathogenic,” “oral,”
“airways”). The trait profiles of each OTU and literature references are
summarized in the Supplementary.
Next, metabolic profiles of pulmotypes were constructed from the trait

profiles of all taxa present in the respective pulmotype samples. For each
pulmotype, traits were approximated by the mean relative abundance of
all taxa hosting the particular trait. The pulmotype trait vectors were
correlated using Spearman rank correlation and subsequently transformed
to distances. Hierarchical clustering for was performed on the trait
distances. All scripts were implemented in R.
To test associations between clinical state and a preceding sequence of

pulmotype changes (temporal motifs in the time series), χ2 testing was
performed. A contingency matrix was constructed for all available
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sequences of pulmotypes in three consecutive samples (sliding window
extraction). To characterize the clinical state after transitioning through a
particular three-pulmotype motif, every individual sequence was labeled
with the clinical state (baseline, exacerbation, treatment, recovery) of the
third sample in the trajectory.
Furthermore, the changes in Pseudomonas relative abundance in these

three-pulmotype sequences were monitored and classified as “increase,“
“decrease,“ and “oscillatory” Pseudomonas dynamics. The same three-
sample setup was used for testing the association of community stability
with treatment (T) or baseline state (B) in the last sample. Here, three
consecutive samples with identical pulmotype classification were con-
sidered stable, whereas changing pulmotypes were considered unstable.
Pulmotype combinations “3-3-3,” “7-7-7,” and “8-8-8” were removed, to
avoid potential bias due to highest relative sample numbers collected
during treatment in pulmotypes 3, 7, 8. Plots were generated in R with
package ggplot and corrplot.
Correlation networks were inferred with SparCC [26] for every

pulmotype. Rarified data collection was used and correlation was deemed
significant for |r|>0.4 and p value < 0.01 after correction of FDR with
Benjamini–Hochberg.

RESULTS
Patient and sputum sample characteristics and DNA
sequencing
The characteristics of 109 patients and sputum samples are
summarized in Table 1. DNA sequences were binned into 215
bacterial taxa at the genus level. Pseudomonas was the dominant

bacterial taxon in the sputum sample set in terms of prevalence
(84.7%) and relative abundance (mean 45.4%; range 0.001–99.9%).
The other prevalent genera included Streptococcus, Staphylococ-
cus, and Prevotella, each of which was present in at least 50% of
the sputum samples. Burkholderia and Achromobacter, although
present in lower prevalence, were observed to be the dominant
bacterial taxa in some samples (i.e., the taxon with the highest
relative abundance).

CF airway bacterial communities stratify into eight
pulmotypes
To determine if inherent data structure supports a characterization
of the airway bacterial communities into different metacommu-
nities (pulmotypes), we analyzed the 16S rRNA gene sequencing
data by using the DMM model [27, 28]. This model partitioned the
818 samples and the bacterial communities therein into eight
pulmotypes based on the 50 most abundant bacterial taxa (genus
level OTUs), which collectively accounted for 99.6% of the DNA
sequence reads in the data set. In Fig. 1A we show the Laplace
approximation of the model fit for k= 1–10 Dirichlet components.
To exclude potential patient-derived biases, we additionally
assessed the Laplace values for 50 DMMs derived from
subsampled data by removing two random patients at time. The
results confirmed the fundamental patterning in our data
(Supplementary Fig. S1). The number of samples within each of
these eight pulmotypes ranged from 43 to 152 samples (Fig. 1B)
and cluster homogeneity θ distributed as 31.6, 5.6, 15.9, 19.3, 61.4,
32.2, 36.4, 1.5 for pulmotypes 1–8, respectively. Significant
differences between pulmotypes with respect to community
diversity and richness were observed, with pulmotype 4 being the
most diverse and pulmotype 5 the least (Fig. 1C, D). The relative
abundances of the top 10 genera across all pulmotypes are shown
in Fig. 1E–I, and Supplementary Fig. S2. The average relative
abundance of the top 10 genera is shown for all pulmotypes in
Supplementary Fig. S2A, and the ratio of typical CF pathogen
genera to anaerobic genera is shown in Supplementary Fig. S2B.
Typical CF pathogen genera include Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus,
Burkholderia, Achromobacter, Stenotrophomonas, and Haemophilus.
Anaerobic genera include Streptococcus, Prevotella, Veillonella,
Fusobacterium, Gemella, Rothia, Granulicatella, Actinomyces, and
Porphyromonas [18]. Pulmotypes 1 and 3 were dominated by
Burkholderia and Staphylococcus, showing highest relative abun-
dances respectively. Pseudomonas and Staphylococcus were the
dominant taxa in pulmotype 7. Pseudomonas was detected with
high relative abundance (≥19.8%) in all sputum samples in
pulmotypes 5, 6, and 7. Whereas pulmotype 2 and pulmotype 8
both included bacterial communities dominated by other
common CF bacterial taxa such as Achromobacter, Stenotropho-
monas, Fusobacterium, and Haemophilus, communities in pulmo-
type 8 were generally less diverse.
In time series of microbial abundance, the strongest signature is

often generated by the individual patient [29, 30, 31, 32], which
limits the identification of potential clinical patterns that could
explain mechanism or provide predictors. Therefore, we tested
patient-related factors (disease aggressiveness, CFTR genotype,
sex, disease stage, and clinical state), as well as a potential
sequencing batch effect for predicting variance in a principal
coordinate analysis. The ordination was based on Theta-YC
distance between samples that reflect differences in microbial
community structure (Fig. 2). The first two ordination components
only covered 7.8% of data variability, which is not unusual for data
with similar microbiota. We found that both the tested clinical
parameters and sequencing batches have low impact on sample
beta diversity in this data, i.e., R2= [0.004, 0.008] and R2= 0.06,
respectively (PERMANOVA, Supplementary Table S1).
We furthermore tested the similarity of the microbiota among

pulmotypes and detected that some pulmotypes had distinct
bacterial communities (e.g., pulmotypes 1 vs 3, 1 vs 6, and 3 vs 6;

Table 1. Patient and sample characteristics.

Variables

No. of patients 109

Patient age, mean (range) 26 (6–57)

Male, count (%) 57 (52)

No. of samples 818

No. of samples per patient, mean (range) 8 (1–29)

Sampling frequency, mean days (range) 97 (3–741)

Sequencing runs 14

No. of samples per run, mean (range) 58 (27–88)

CFTR genotype, count (%)

F508del homozygous 51 (47)

F508del heterozygous 42 (39)

Others 9 (8)

Unidentified 7 (6)

Disease aggressiveness, count (%)

Mild 42 (38)

Moderate 41 (38)

Severe 26 (24)

Clinical statea, count (%)

Baseline 254 (31)

Exacerbation 150 (18)

Treatment 219 (27)

Recovery 134 (17)

Unknown 61 (7)

Disease stagea, count (%)

Early 178 (22)

Intermediate 254 (31)

Advanced 154 (19)

Unknown 232 (28)
aPatient clinical state and disease stage at the time of sample collection.
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analysis of similarity [ANOSIM], R= 1.00, p value < 0.05), others
showed indistinguishable community structures (e.g., pulmotypes
2 vs 4; ANOSIM R= 0.08, p value < 0.05) (Supplementary Fig. S3
and Supplementary Table S2).

Recurrent shifts of pulmotypes characterize individual patient
trajectories
We asked whether pulmotypes were robust over time and could
be used to classify patients into groups with distinct treatment
needs and/or clinical states, or whether pulmotypes frequently
changed. To address this, we analyzed individual patient
trajectories and determined the patient-stratified transition
probabilities between pulmotypes of chronologically collected
samples. We found that pulmotypes differ in their frequency of
appearance and that pulmotypes in consecutive samples shift
along recurrent routes. The most frequent route (46% of all
transitions) occurred between and within pulmotypes 4, 5, and 6,
with pulmotype 6 having the longest uninterrupted stretch (13%
of all transitions) across all individual trajectories (Fig. 3A and
Supplementary Table S3). The data suggest that compositional
changes on this route may organize relative to Pseudomonas in an
ongoing process. Also of note, this triangle motif harbors both the

pulmotype with highest and lowest community diversity (pulmo-
type 4 and 5, respectively), indicating that important restructuring
can happen in few steps.
The observed differences in community dynamics and compo-

sition led us to hypothesize that pulmotypes were linked to
ordered, underlying driver processes such as predominant
metabolic activities or ecological competition that caused
detectable shifts in airway bacterial community organization and
lung function.
To predict the metabolic potential from 16s rRNA amplicon

data, reference-based strategies are often used (e.g., [33, 34]).
These approaches are limited, as they cannot account for spatial-
temporal metabolic variability, strain-specific functional adapta-
tion, or biases in public data repositories with regard to organisms
and pathways. To predict the cross-feeding potential of pulmo-
types, we combined a database query using MetaCyc [35] with
experimental evidence from the literature similar to [25]. This
enabled us to focus on a subset of pathways and metabolites
relevant for potential interactions in CF lungs: cross-feeding of
small molecules for energy metabolism (i.e., carbon source, redox
equivalents), mucus-derived glycoproteins and sugars (ecological
niche), nitrogen, sulfur and iron assimilation (growth limitation),

Fig. 1 Bacterial pulmotypes in CF airways. A Partitioning of bacterial communities in 818 sputum samples into eight types based on the
Laplace value in the Dirichlet multinomial mixture model. B The distribution of 818 sputum samples among eight pulmotypes. C Community
diversity (inverse Simpson) of samples within each pulmotype. D Community richness (observed taxa) of samples within each pulmotype. E–L
The relative abundance of the top 10 genera in all samples depicted in each of the eight pulmotypes (short name, color code), i.e.,
Pseudomonas (Ps, white), Streptococcus (St, red), Prevotella (Pr, green), Staphylococcus (Sa, yellow), Burkholderia (Bu, cyan), Achromobacter (Ac,
beige), Veillonella (Ve, olivegreen), Stenotrophomonas (Se, magenta), Fusobacterium (Fu, blue), Haemophilus (Ha, gray). The top and bottom
boundaries of each box indicate 1st and 3rd quartile values, respectively, and black lines inside each box represent median values. Ends of the
whiskers mark the lowest and highest values within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers, defined as samples with values less than or
greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range, are shown as open circles.
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and metabolites signaling to host cells or for defense (Supple-
mentary Table S4).
We subsequently integrated the function predictions with the

prevalence of the genera in the pulmotype classes. We
constructed functional profiles for each pulmotype by approx-
imating the relative presence of a trait within the pulmotype by
the mean relative abundance of the associated taxon and
assessed distance between the profiles on Spearman rank
transformed data. We observed that pulmotypes were clearly
delineated by their functional trait profiles. Furthermore, a
relatively small number of functional traits had a disproportionate
impact on pulmotype characterization (Fig. 3B). These included
uptake and production of SCFA (propionate, butyrate and
acetate), lactate, CO2, NO2

– and H2S; uptake of NH3 and NO3
–;

siderophore shutteling; assimilation of mucus-derived glycopro-
teins and sugars; triggering of elastase production of host immune
cells; apoptosis and necrosis factors (category “cell death” in the
figure); and the oxygenation state of the microenvironment. These
signature traits suggest an adapted, interacting functional
community dwelling at the interface of aerobic and anaerobic
conditions in CF airways. Our results support earlier work that
highlights the importance of oxygen and other chemical gradients
for CF community composition and function [36].

Bacterial pulmotypes correlate with clinical features in CF
We next studied whether bacterial pulmotypes correlate with
patient metadata and clinical features and might serve as
therapeutic guides. As we have previously reported associations
between airway microbiota and patients’ clinical state [18, 37], we
sought to determine if bacterial pulmotypes also correlated with
clinical states. We implemented a MMM that corrected for patient
signature (Supplementary Table S5). The model identified

pulmotype 5 as the least likely community type associated with
exacerbation. Compared to pulmotype 5, pulmotypes 2, 4, 6, and 8
were 2.6, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.8 times, respectively, more likely to have
been collected during exacerbation (p value < 0.05) than during
other clinical states. Pulmotype 8 was a marker of antibiotic
treatment, insofar as sputum samples of all other pulmotypes had
significantly less likelihoods of being collected during antibiotic
treatment (p value < 0.05, Supplementary Table S5).
Disease stage is based on lung function assessment (ppFEV1)

and categorized as early, intermediate, or advanced. In a second
analysis using MMMs, we tested the association of pulmotypes
with different disease stages, while correcting for patient as
confounder (Supplementary Table S6). The analysis revealed that
pulmotype 4 was most associated with early disease stage. All
other pulmotypes were more likely to be observed in intermediate
or advanced stages (Supplementary Table S6, upper and middle
panel). Notably, pulmotype 4 has the highest diversity of all
pulmotypes. Pulmotypes 1 and 5 associated with intermediate
disease stage, i.e., they were significantly more likely than
pulmotype 4 to be observed in intermediate disease stage
compared to other disease stages (MMM, RRR= 9.1, 2.9,
respectively, p value < 0.05, Supplementary Table S6). In contrast,
pulmotype 8 was associated with advanced disease stage, being
6.6, 9.3, 42.1, and 8.2 times more likely than pulmotypes 2, 3, 4,
and 6, respectively (MMM, p value < 0.05, Supplementary Table S6,
lower panel).

Pulmotype time dynamics are indicative of clinical state and
disease stage
The persistence of a complex lung microbiome requires a sort of
equilibrium with host immunity. The discontinuity theory of
immunology predicts that host immune response may be

Fig. 2 Principal coordinate analysis based on Theta-YC distance matrix of 818 sputum samples. Solid circles represent pulmotypes 1
(black), 2 (red), 3 (green), 4 (blue), 5 (cyan), 6 (pink), 7 (yellow), and 8 (gray). Separation of bacterial communities in the ordination space is best
explained by pulmotypes rather than by patient disease aggressiveness (mild: black; moderate: red; severe: green), CFTR genotype (F508del
homozygous: black; F508del heterozygous: red; other genotypes: green; unknown genotypes: blue), sex (male: black; female: red), disease
stage (early: black; intermediate: red; advanced: green; unknown: gray), or clinical states (baseline: black; exacerbation: red; treatment: green;
recovery: blue; unknown: gray). PERMANOVA, R2 indicated, p value < 0.001 for all tested variables.
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triggered more by transient changes in immunogenic patterns
than by persistent immune stimuli [38]. Thus, the observed
dynamical motifs in patient trajectories (i.e., recurrent pulmotypes
shifts) are promising candidates for predicting lung function
decline and/or for generating mechanistic hypotheses about lung
pathology.
To explore whether temporal motifs of pulmotype change

could serve as markers for lung function decline, we tested
whether motifs of two or three pulmotypes constituted better
predictors of disease stage than individual pulmotypes. To that
end, we implemented principal component regression models of
all possible pulmotype single, double, and triple combinations and
quantified their predictive power (Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5).
Pulmotypes 4 and 8 together outperformed all other combina-
tions (model fit R2= 0.35, F-statistic= 94, p value < 1e–05). Only
the triple combination of pulmotype 1, 4 and 8 model performed
comparably (R2= 0.33, F-statistic= 103, p value < 1e–05, Supple-
mentary Fig. S14).
We then tested whether clinical states in patient trajectories

could be delineated by querying ecological dynamics of
Pseudomonas in three consecutive samples. We hypothesized
that the dynamics of Pseudomonas relative to the remaining lung
microbiome might coarsely reflect the alveolar microenvironment
including oxygenation, pH, and pathogenicity and ultimately
relate to disease state. In particular, we looked at increase and
decrease of Pseudomonas abundance relative to the rest of the
bacterial community. Interestingly, we found that variable relative
abundances of Pseudomonas (increasing and decreasing over the
three samples) correlated with subsequent baseline states, while a
continuous decrease in the relative abundance of Pseudomonas

correlated with subsequent exacerbation states consistent with
Carmody et al. [11]. An increasing or unchanged relative
abundance of Pseudomonas over three time points was associated
with subsequent treatment samples (χ2 test, χ2= 24.2, p value <
0.004).
Finally, we asked more generally whether there existed an

association between community stability and immune response.
In a similar setup of three consecutive samples, we assessed if
opposing clinical states, i.e., baseline or treatment, diagnosed at
the time of the last of the three samples correlated with
community stability in the previously collected samples. Three
samples with the same pulmotype were considered as stable
communities, whereas changing pulmotypes were considered
unstable. We found a significant correlation of stability with
baseline state and changing pulmotypes with antibiotic treatment
(χ2 test, χ2= 4.9, p value= 0.027, Supplementary Fig. S6).
Consistent with previous results, this suggests that ordered

ecological processes resulted in dynamic bacterial community
structure that associated with clinical states and therefore may
have utility in predicting patient clinical trajectories.

Prediction of disease aggressiveness at young age
CF lung disease aggressiveness is defined by a patient’s overall
pattern of lung function decline over time, stratifying patients by
ppFEV1 relative to their age group. It is a permanent disease
characteristic that is currently based on retrospective observation.
The ability to predict disease aggressiveness phenotype at early age
would presumably have bearing on clinical management. Here we
present a proof-of-concept, implementing a random forest model to
classify samples for mild, moderate, and severe pathology.

Fig. 3 Dynamic and functional characterization of pulmotypes. A Transition frequencies between pulmotypes (1–8), proportional (%)
representation. Transitions were determined using a sliding window approach within patient trajectories. Patient-stratified counting was
applied and average values across all calculations were displayed. Node sizes were scaled according to persistence in the same; edge sizes
varied according to frequency of transitions between pulmotypes. Edges supported by <3 transitions were removed; transitions that amount
to >3% of total were additionally indicated. Node color represents the DMM cluster homogeneity θ of samples associated with the same
pulmotype. B Clustering of pulmotypes by their cross-feeding profiles. Cross-feeding potential was approximated by the mean relative
abundance of organisms capable of uptake or production for the respective metabolite. Pulmotype trait vectors were hierarchically clustered
after transforming Spearman rank correlation to distances. Trait production/uptake are indicated as name/nameup, respectively. AA amino
acids, Cell death reports on apoptosis, necrosis, GlcNAc N-acetylglucosamine, GalNAc N-acetylgalactosamine, NOx nitrate, nitrite, Proteases
proteases and elastases, Virulence LPS, ExoS, ExoA, cell toxins, endo toxins, hemolysin.
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We examined pulmotype communities as potential predictors
of disease aggressiveness, as well as patient demographics
(Table 1) and individual airway microbiota, only removing disease
stage as potential confounder and conducted random forest
analysis. We assessed predictors of disease aggressiveness at
younger ages using the 0.3 percentile as age cutoff (10–21 years)
using balanced models with patient stratification (Fig. 4A–H and
Supplementary Fig. S7A–H). Consistently, pulmotypes were top
predictors (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Fig. S7A) underlining the
importance of the microbiome activity as community. At early age,
pulmotypes 4 and 6 were associated with moderate lung disease,
whereas pulmotype 2 with severe phenotype (Fig. 4E). At the level
of the individual genus, the typical CF pathogen Pseudomonas was
most informative (Gini index, accuracy) for classifying moderate
from severe disease stages (Fig. 4A, F). Interestingly, the next
highest ranks included strict and facultative anaerobic genera like
Veillonella, Fusobacterium, and Streptococcus (Fig. 4A, G, H).
Fusobacterium has been implicated with mucus degradation
[39]; Veillonella and Streptococcus with fermentation. In addition,
the F508del homozygous CFTR genotype was associated with
typical high risk for severe trajectories (Fig. 4A, D). Furthermore,
patients with unknown mutations in our cohort more frequently
showed severe disease phenotype.
While the presented classifiers are limited as diagnostic tool due

to the number of early age samples (n= 221) and patients (n=
49), our results suggest that pulmotypes and other medicable
features have potential for both early markers of disease
aggressiveness and targets of intervention strategies.

DISCUSSION
Steady progress has been made toward understanding the airway
microbiome in persons with CF. Studies have shown that airway
bacterial communities are much more complex than previously
appreciated, variable between CF patients, relatively resistant to
perturbation, and dependent on the individual’s clinical state and
lung disease stage, e.g., Stressmann et al. [13]. The dynamics of
these communities, particularly with respect to their assembly and
functional attributes, are less well described. This study character-
ized the bacterial communities in 818 sputum samples collected
from 109 CF patients and partitioned these communities into
eight pulmotypes based on community structure (relative
abundance of community members). Analysis of predicted
metabolic activity of these pulmotypes and recurrent transitions
among them suggested associations between community activity
and lung disease progression.
Our analyses show that communities dominated by Pseudomo-

nas, the genus most often associated with CF lung disease, could
be divided into at least four distinct pulmotypes based on the
composition of the remaining species (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. S2). These pulmotypes, each with distinct inferred metabolic
attributes, were associated with different clinical features of CF
lung disease. Although pulmotype 5 is characterized by the
greatest relative abundance of Pseudomonas, it is strongly
associated with stable (baseline) clinical state and intermediate
lung disease stage. This is an interesting finding, as communities
dominated by canonical pathogens are commonly thought of as
dysbiotic, disease-driving microbiota. Pulmotype 5 displays a tight

Fig. 4 Predictors of disease aggressiveness (moderate vs severe) at young age (10–21 years). A Random forest variable importance plot
showing predictors ranked by the mean decrease in accuracy and Gini index. The average of 1000 patient-stratified models is shown. B Cross-
validation plot depicting average cross-validation error (black) as function of variable numbers. A total of 100 patient-stratified models using
10-fold cross-validation (gray), as well as maximum and minimum errors (red, dashed line) are depicted. C Receiver operator curve of 100
patient-stratified full models, mean AUC= 0.79. D, E Proportion of CFTR genotypes and pulmotypes in mild and moderate disease,
corresponding categories color-coded (F508–/–= F508del homozygous; F508+/–= F508del heterozygous; others= no F508del allele; u.k=
unknown CFTR genotype). F–H Box plots showing the distribution of Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, and Veillonella relative abundances in
moderate and severe disease phenotypes at young age.
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association among Veillonella, Prevotella, Fusobacterium, and
Pseudomonas (Supplementary Fig. S8) and at a metabolic level
by shuttling of the SCFAs propionate, acetate, butyrate, as well as
lactate and amino acids (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S9).
Interestingly, pulmotype 5 also exhibited the highest cluster
homogeneity among pulmotypes suggesting robustness of these
communal patterns.
Moreover, anaerobes like Fusobacterium, Prevotella, Veillonella,

and Streptococcus effectively utilize mucin as a carbon source in
the lung by foraging mucin glycans [39, 40]. Mucins exhibit a
diverse O-glycan architecture that can be utilized as a carbon
source once hydrolyzed from the mucin backbone [41, 42]. While
Pseudomonas lacks this capability, it benefits significantly from the
assimilation of available mucin building blocks like N-acetylglu-
cosamine, fucose, and galactose, as well as secondary anaerobic
fermentation products from the microbial community. Interest-
ingly, the presence of mucin glycans has also been reported to
attenuate Pseudomonas virulence in the lung [43]. In summary,
these properties of pulmotype 5 suggest a link between the
ecological niche of available mucin carbon, a microbial commu-
nity facilitating Pseudomonas and clinically stable periods.
In contrast, pulmotype 8, was more likely to be observed in

samples collected during antibiotic treatment for exacerbation
and at advanced disease stage despite a lower relative abundance
of Pseudomonas compared to pulmotype 5 (Supplementary
Fig. S2). Of note, pulmotype 8 also displayed the lowest cluster
homogeneity θ, indicating a relative dissimilarity of underlying
samples as well as noisy cluster association and noisy transition
dynamics (Fig. 3A). Yet, the observed levels of Pseudomonas are
consistent with previous observations of a decline in both the
relative and absolute abundance of Pseudomonas around the time
of exacerbation of respiratory symptoms in CF [11]. Together,
these data suggest that community dominance by Pseudomonas,
typically believed to be the major driver of lung disease, is in and
of itself not the major determinant of clinical status. The
independence of Pseudomonas relative abundance on the clinical
state in the pulmotypes rather indicates that temporal ecological
dynamics and metabolites derived from the entire microbial
community impact the virulence of Pseudomonas [40, 44]. The
prevalent shifts among pulmotypes 4, 5, and 6 further suggested
an ordered ecological process. Besides Pseudomonas, preponder-
ant taxa in these communities included the non-classical CF
pathogens Streptococcus, Prevotella, and Veillonella that have been
associated with decreased airway inflammation in CF [45].
Similarly, our results likely imply that a diverse, less immunogenic
community (early stage, high diversity, pulmotype 4) adapted
through community rearrangement to the complex environment
of the CF airway (pulmotypes 5, 6). Moreover, robust co-
occurrence patterns among Prevotella, Veillonella, and Streptococ-
cus (Supplementary Fig. S8) and an overlapping functional context
(Supplementary Fig. S9) led us to speculate that some metabolic
cross-talk could exist. Targeted experimental work will be required
to decipher the functional role of non-classical organisms in CF.
To characterize differences in metabolic cross-feeding between

pulmotypes, we predicted export and assimilation pathways from
16S rRNA amplicon data combining database and literature query
[25]. This reference-based strategy could not account for short-
term or intermediate-term metabolic variability and organism
biases, a limitation that we share with other amplicon studies. It
provides, however, an intuition about the prevalence of possible
ecological interactions.
As sputum passes through the oropharynx during expectora-

tion, there is potential for bacterial species residing in this space to
“contaminate” the sample. We recently have shown, however, that
species present in saliva have a minimal impact on measures of
bacterial community structures in expectorated CF sputum [46]. As
such, we do not believe that saliva contamination of sputum
accounts for the pulmotypes described in our analyses.

Analysis of the functional potential of pulmotypes demon-
strated a limited suite of metabolites that distinguish pulmo-
types and that likely derive from microbial metabolisms or the
immune environment. For example, products of microbial
nitrogen metabolism, such as ammonia or nitrite, and assimila-
tion of nitrate, likely derived from immune cell activity (e.g.,
[47]), were found to be distinguishing features of pulmotypes.
Nitrogen metabolism is a critical feature of CF airway community
activity with denitrification and nitrogen cycling playing critical
roles in sustaining mixed bacterial populations in vivo [48]. Also,
SCFAs including formate, acetate, butyrate, and propionate were
significant features. Theses derive from microbial degradation of
complex polysaccharides, such as respiratory mucins, into
simple sugars followed by fermentation. SCFAs contribute to
an acidic pH in airways, are reported to trigger IL-8-dependent
recruitment of neutrophils, mediate host–microbe interactions,
and likely play crucial roles in microbial community function
[49, 50]. Carbon dioxide and its soluble form bicarbonate are
centrally engaged in the pathogenesis of CF lung disease and
are found to contribute to pulmotype classification. Interest-
ingly, bicarbonate has also been linked to increased growth of
Pseudomonas [51]. Finally, hydrogen sulfide, which is a strong
readout for a highly reduced environment without available
oxygen, is also relevant for pulmotypes. The presence of
hydrogen sulfide in CF airways strongly suggests the existence
of variable redox states that enable the growth and survival of a
spectrum of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria in the lower
respiratory tract [52–54].
The lung microbiomes in persons with CF display individual, as

well as regional biases [55]. The models used in this work
accurately reflect the characteristics of the studied patient cohort
and are regionally predictive. This also includes the correct
identification of intervals with acute microbial treatment (e.g.,
pulmotype 8). The presented concepts, however, are globally
transferable and we propose that classifiers built on regional data
collections should be developed to support clinical decisions. In
the case of DMM classifiers to be designed for the stratification of
clinical samples, we recommend examining the vector of sample
allocation probabilities [27] as a confidence measure and/or
predictor variable. Due to its continuous and multidimensional
nature, this may be superior to factorial cluster labels for machine
learning and can support distinguishing between minor and major
microbiome changes in patient trajectories.
While the absolute number of Dirichlet community clusters may

differ with quality, scale, and region of input data, they provide the
rational basis for comparing different patient trajectories in the
face of strong patient-derived microbiome signature.
In summary, we show that recurrent community types with

distinctive community metabolism and pathogenicity characterize
the disease trajectory of our CF cohort. These pulmotypes are
promising models to unravel mechanistic patterns at the
microbiome–host interface in CF.
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